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Abstract. Say Anything is a text-based interactive digital storytelling
application that differs from other systems in its emphasis on the ability of users
to create a narrative in any domain that they wish. The user and computer take
turns in writing sentences in an emerging fictional narrative where sentences
contributed by the computer are selected from a collection of millions of
personal stories extracted from Internet weblogs. In this demonstration, we will
present the latest version of the Say Anything application and allow conference
participants to author their own original stories using the system.
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1 Say Anything
Say Anything [4] is an open domain story generation engine that is unlike most other
contemporary interactive storytelling systems. Say Anything diverges from current
systems in two key areas. First, most state-of-the-art systems rely heavily on rich, 3D
graphics to help engage the user with the story and virtual environment. However,
similar to the early interactive storytelling systems such as TALE-SPIN [3], the
virtual world in Say Anything is brought to life entirely through textual language.
Second, in any interactive storytelling system there are two somewhat contradictory
objectives: to maintain a strong coherent narrative and to allow the user the freedom
to do anything they please. While the ultimate goal is to simultaneously achieve both,
most compelling systems have focused on improving the narrative aspect by
restricting the user’s ability to interact with the world in various ways. Say Anything
on the other hand emphasizes the ability for the user to create a narrative in any
domain without any restrictions, other than the limits of a keyboard.
Stories are authored with Say Anything in a turn-based fashion where the human
user and the computer alternate writing sentences of the developing narrative. The
user always begins a story with the first sentence. The system then analyzes what has
been written and returns a sentence that tries to continue the story in a coherent and
entertaining way. If the user is satisfied with this sentence they may continue by
writing another sentence. However, if the sentence does not make sense or is

objectionable for another reason they may click on the returned sentence and be
presented with nine other alternative sentences from which they can choose. This
alternating writing process continues until the user feels that the story has reached a
natural conclusion or has deviated so far off track that recovering a coherent narrative
is impossible. Fig. 1 presents a screenshot of the system's primary authoring interface.
The following passage is an example of a successful story written in collaboration
with the system:
The weather broke, so we sailed out of the harbor. As Victoria grew nearer, the
waves grew larger and we furled some foresail and turned to run. We sailed at about
9 knots with good trim, but the storm eventually caught up with us. With its big open
cockpit and heavy nose, I didn't like its chances in the kind of sea you get out there
almost continuously that time of year. Sure enough the boat was completely
inadequate, and we were tossed into the cold ocean. Everyone in our group of seven
tourists -- five locals and a Japanese couple -- was pretty excited about the
experience. The Japanese couple were the ones that saved us though, with their expert
swimming abilities. as far as that goes it was just the four of us. The last tourist was
lost at sea, never to be found. Drowned or murdered, the bloated, stinking bodies that
turn up by the hundreds will look much the same. Such is the way with storms like
that!

Fig. 1. The main writing interface for the Say Anything application. The user can write a new
sentence, swap one computer-contributed sentence for another, or allow the computer to
continue generating sentences.

The system continues a story using a simple three-step architecture. First it
analyzes lexical and semantic features of the user’s developing story so far, including
the most recently contributed sentence. This includes several preprocessing steps that
attempt to identify named-entities, remove stop words and perform other
transformations to help clean the text. This analysis is used to find a story containing
a sufficiently similar sentence to the user’s current input from a large corpus of
millions of English language stories collected from Internet weblogs [1]. Similarity
between sentences is assessed using standard information retrieval techniques
implemented in the Apache Lucene search engine toolkit [2]. Several methods for
determining similarity have been explored, however, the most successful so far is
simply a vector space model with term frequency-inverse document frequency feature
weights, where terms are both unigram and bigrams. The story retrieved using this
technique is treated as a proxy for the user’s emerging story and the next sentence in
that story is returned as the continuation of the user’s narrative.
There are relatively few restrictions on the way the user can interact with our
system or in the types of stories they can create with it. The only stated rule is that the
user should take turns writing one sentence at a time. However, there are no explicit
mechanisms to enforce this rule and users may in fact type as much text as they would
like (up to a predefined character limit) into the text box. Whether it is due to the
stated rule, the design of the user interface or because it is a natural unit, we have
found that users typically only write one sentence per turn. Using the current retrieval
model, the average story is just over 14 sentences, or 7 turns in length. When rated on
a 5-point scale (1 low; 5 high), by the author and other users, these stories were given
a 3.66 coherence rating and a 3.42 rating overall. In comparison a retrieval model that
randomly picks sentences from the corpus received a 2.93 coherence rating and a 2.66
overall rating. Although few restrictions are built into the current system, it may be
interesting in the future to enforce rules about the length of content, genre and other
structural or semantic aspects of the process, as is common in other (noncomputational) collaborative writing games.
In addition to supplying the user with a fun improvisational game-like environment
to write creative stories through their interaction with the system, Say Anything also
provides a research platform for studying various aspects of computational linguistics
and narrative coherence. While the information retrieval techniques work surprisingly
well, the simple lexical features used to compute similarity do not capture nearly
enough knowledge to make the right decision a large percentage of the time.
However, the natural interaction with the system (i.e. when users select alternate
sentences) provides valuable feedback about the quality of our model. One part of our
current research is focused on using this trace data to learn a secondary model using a
richer set of syntactic, semantic and discourse features, which can more accurately
assess the quality of a candidate sentence to be returned to the user.
This platform also enables us to explore the related issue of narrative adaptation. If
we had an infinitely large corpus of stories to draw from, it would always be possible
to find a story sufficiently similar to the user’s developing narrative. However, even
with the vast amount of text written on the web, there will never be a story collection
large enough to match every lexical variation in the way that people compose
narratives of experiences. One method to address this issue is by recognizing when
significant discontinuities would occur and adapting the retrieved content to eliminate

mismatches. For example, it may be possible to recognize when a retrieved story
differs from the user's story in the gender of the central characters, and then
automatically adapt the personal pronouns of the retrieved content so that it can be
included in a coherent way. The user interaction data that we are collecting will help
us investigate how to automatically determine which elements in a candidate sentence
do not align well with the user’s story, and what possible replacements would most
improve its quality.
In this demonstration we will allow users to author their own original stories in real
time and explore the latest features of the system. In addition the users will be able to
explore the other aspects of the system that have been developed to try to foster a
web-based community around this type of simple storytelling game.
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